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<td>3.1</td>
<td>Regionwise distribution of retired persons</td>
</tr>
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<td>3.2</td>
<td>Social classwise distribution of retired persons</td>
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<td>Sexwise distribution of the retired persons</td>
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<td>Religionwise distribution of retired persons</td>
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<td>Agewise distribution of retired persons</td>
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<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Distribution of the sample on the basis of nature of occupations</td>
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<td>3.7</td>
<td>Distribution of the retired persons on the basis of type of job held</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Educationwise distribution of retired persons</td>
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<td>3.9</td>
<td>Professionwise distribution of retired persons</td>
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<td>Domicilewise distribution of retired persons</td>
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<td>4.1</td>
<td>Adjustment and the retired (Mean + SD)</td>
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<td>4.2</td>
<td>Retirement and five areas of adjustment (Mean &amp; SD)</td>
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<td>4.3</td>
<td>Frequency distribution of scores on five areas of adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Adjustment and age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Differences of means of adjustment among four age groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Adjustment &amp; socio-economic status (Mean &amp; SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>Differences of means of adjustment among the four socio-economic groups</td>
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4.9 Differences of means of adjustment on the basis of nature of occupations

4.10 Adjustment and region (Mean & SD)

4.11 Differences of means of adjustment on the basis of four regions

4.12 Adjustment and religion (Mean & SD)

4.13 Differences of means of adjustment on the basis of religion

4.14 Adjustment and type of job (Mean & SD)

4.15 Differences of means of adjustment on the basis of type of job held

4.16 LSI and the retired

4.17 LSI and age (Mean & SD)

4.18 Differences of Means of LSI on the basis of age

4.19 LSI and socio-economic status (Mean & SD)

4.20 Differences of means of LSI on the basis of their socio-economic status

4.21 LSI and nature of occupations (Mean & SD)

4.22 Differences of means of LSI on the basis of nature of occupations

4.23 LSI and regions (Mean & SD)

4.24 Differences of means of LSI among the four regions

4.25 LSI and religion (Mean & SD)

4.26 Differences of Means of LSI for various religious groups

4.27 LSI and type of job held (Mean & SD)

4.28 Differences of means of LSI on the basis of type of job held.
5.1 Were you looking forward to your retirement?
5.2 Were you in favour of retiring earlier or later?
5.3 Had you any definite plan after retirement?
5.4 Are you happy with your retirement or wish to go back?
5.5 Are you engaged now in doing things that you always wanted to do?
5.6 Do you think that you can do better those things in which you are interested?
5.7 MRA and the retired in general
5.8 Age and MRA (Mean and SD)
5.9 Differences of means of MRA on the basis of age
5.10 MRA and socio-economic status (Mean & SD)
5.11 Differences of means of MRA on the basis of socio-economic status
5.12 MRA and nature of occupations (Mean & SD)
5.13 Differences of means of MRA on the basis of nature of occupations
5.14 MRA and different regions (Mean & SD)
5.15 Differences of means of MRA on the basis of regions
5.16 MRA and religion (Mean & SD)
5.17 Differences of means of MRA on the basis of religion
5.18 MRA and type of job held (Mean and SD)
5.19 Differences of means of MRA on the basis of type of job held
5.20 EOP and the retired in general
5.21 EOP and age groups (Mean & SD)
5.22 Differences of means of EOP on the basis of age
5.23 EOP and socio-economic status (Mean & SD)
5.24 Differences of means of EOP on the basis of socio-economic status
5.25 EOP and nature of occupations
5.26 Differences of means of EOP on the basis of nature of occupations
5.27 EOP and different regions (Mean & SD)
5.28 Differences of means of EOP on the basis of regions
5.29 EOP and religion (Mean & SD)
5.30 Differences of means of EOP on the basis of religions
5.31 EOP and type of job (Mean & SD)
5.32 Differences of means of EOP on the basis of type of job held
6.1 Life position of the retired at present, five years before and five years from now
6.2 Frequency distribution of scores on life position
6.3 Percentage of retired persons who experienced a shift in life position from five years before to the present position
6.4 Percentage of retired persons who expect a shift in life position from the present to five years to come.
6.5 Status of the retired in the society before and after retirement
6.6 Changes in social status after retirement
6.7 Status of the retired in the family before and after retirement
6.8 Extent of changes in family status after retirement
6.9  Relationship with spouse
6.10 Relationship with sons
6.11 Relationship with daughters
6.12 Relationship with daughters-in-law
6.13 Relationship with sons-in-law
6.14 Self descriptive traits and their endorsements by the retired

7.1  Health of the retired in general
7.2  Visits to the doctor by the retired
7.3  Diseases of the retired
7.4  Type of operations undergone by the retired after retirement
7.5  Percentage of retired people and the people who care for them when sick
7.6  The retired and adjustment to their failing health
7.7  Coefficient of correlation between health and emotional adjustment
7.8  General mood of the retired

8.1  Present financial position of the retired
8.2  Present monthly income of the retired
8.3  Monthly pension of the retired
8.4  Sources of income for the retired
8.5  Economic problems of the retired
8.6  Living arrangement of the retired
8.7  Retired persons and their adjustment to reduced income
9.1 Use of leisure time by the retired
9.2 Interests of the retired
9.3 The retired and the level of involvement in the matters of interest
9.4 Degree of participation in the associations
9.5 The entertainment of the retired
9.6 Most favourite entertainment of the retired
9.7 Coefficient of correlation between activity and emotional adjustment
9.8 Coefficient of correlation between social participation and emotional adjustment